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Edinburgh 2050 City Vision 

Executive Summary 

To describe progress on the development of an Edinburgh 2050 City Vision and to 
recommend that the Council provides a match-funded contribution to undertake a public 
engagement campaign to reach every Edinburgh resident and invite them to create the 
Edinburgh 2050 City Vision. 
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Report 

 

Edinburgh 2050 City Vision 

 

1. Recommendations 

It is recommended that Council:  

1.1 Notes progress on the development of an Edinburgh 2050 City Vision; and 

1.2 Agrees to allocate £0.100m from the Council Priorities Fund to match-fund the 

external financial contribution predicated on this basis.  

2. Background 

2.1 Edinburgh is one of the world’s great cities.  Edinburgh is one of the most attractive 

cities in the world, a fact recognised by UNESCO when conferring World Heritage 

Site status on the city’s Old and New Towns. Edinburgh is Scotland’s fastest growing 

city. For people of all ages, the city provides an appealing offer – the UK’s greenest 

city, offering the highest average wages outside of London, with unique and world-

leading cultural events. Edinburgh regularly wins best city awards and has a growing 

reputation as a place to do business. The vast majority of Edinburgh residents enjoy 

a prosperity and quality of life that is second to none. 

2.2 The success the Edinburgh enjoys creates growth pressures. Edinburgh also has 

social issues such as relative poverty and a gap between rich and poor. This has 

implications for the next generation with one in five of Edinburgh’s children living in in 

poverty today. The world also faces unprecedented challenges in this century.  

2.3 City visions are an important part of forward planning for many successful cities 

including New York, Vancouver, Sydney and Copenhagen. A city vision is a unifying 

force. It has the potential to bring together powerful and influential organisations to 

achieve what none could do individually. It calls on citizens to shape their future and 

commit something of long-term significance. Having a City Vision can redefine what 

is possible, recognising and harnessing a common purpose across the diverse group 

of stakeholders that have an interest in Edinburgh’s continued success. 

3. Main Report 

3.1 In 2016, the city of Edinburgh began a conversation about its future to create a vision 

for 2050 : what priorities should the vision include and how might they be delivered. 

This was deliberately long-term and apolitical to look beyond the latest headlines and 

short-term political cycles. To reinforce the civic breadth of the ambition for Edinburgh, 

the process for the development of the City Vision has been led by the Lord Provost, 

supported by a Steering Group with representatives from the business community, 
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academia, the third sector and young people from Edinburgh’s colleges and schools. 

Membership of the Steering Group is detailed at Appendix A.   

3.2 During the first year of the city vision, a broad audience of 10,000 was reached as 

part of a preliminary conversation to describe the type of city Edinburgh aspires to be 

by 2050. Ideas and insights were obtained from a range of sectors including citizens, 

festivals, universities, media, schools, business improvement districts, and a mix of 

private and public sector businesses. Based on the first year of feedback a number 

of broad approaches that have public and cross-sector support were evident, 

including: 

 3.2.1 Edinburgh becoming carbon neutral; 

 3.2.2 Eradicating poverty; 

 3.2.3 Reimagining public space; and 

 3.2.4 Making Edinburgh more caring. 

3.3 The emerging vision for Edinburgh is composed of two components : the themes that 

articulate the values and purpose of the vision and action areas, showing projects 

and programmes, which will be developed as part of city vision. The four themes 

are:- 

3.3.1 An Inspired City – recognising and seeking to grow our cultural heritage and 

seeking for Edinburgh to be renowned for creativity and ingenuity, building on 

its reputation for culture, education and innovation. 

3.3.2 A Thriving City – aspiring for Edinburgh to be a place of opportunity and 

ambition, where innovators and entrepreneurs can achieve prosperity and 

success. 

3.3.3 A Connected City – recognising that connections are at the core of how a city 

is lived in and how people interact and seeking for Edinburgh to have shared 

spaces which create opportunities for understanding, for friendship and the 

exchange of ideas. 

3.3.4 A Fair City – seeking to protect and improve the wellbeing and life experience 

for all citizens ensuring that no barriers to achievement exist and that a good 

quality of life is a basic requirement enjoyed by all. 

3.4 The conversation regarding the city vision under taken to date has provided insight 

and a firm foundation from which to engage with all citizens and organisations in the 

city to ensure that the Edinburgh 2050 City Vision truly reflects their aspirations. A 

public engagement campaign is being developed in conjunction with Marketing 

Edinburgh. This campaign is intended to reach every Edinburgh resident and to 

invite them to consider what part they can play to improve their own future, their 

family’s future and to contribute to the legacy of the city. 

3.5 For the Edinburgh 2050 City Vision to be successful it requires to reflect the 

aspirations of the citizens and stakeholders in Edinburgh. Edinburgh residents are 

clearly a key audience who to date have not had the opportunity to contribute to the 
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project. The next step is to launch a fully integrated awareness campaign to engage 

audiences and with the goal to reach every Edinburgh resident, young and old, and 

to seek their feedback/input. It is intended that the campaign will: 

3.5.1 Raise awareness of Edinburgh’s 2050 City Vision; 

3.5.2 Encourage people to engage with Edinburgh’s 2050 City Vision - to drive 

people to comment, post, share, attend events and ultimately encourage their 

peers to get involved; 

3.5.3 Provide the City Vision Steering Group with real, authentic data to help sculpt 

the vision for Edinburgh;   

3.5.4 Ensure that every Edinburgh resident feels they have had the opportunity and a 

suitable platform to participate in finding Edinburgh’s vision.   

3.6 It is important that the public engagement is not seen to be a ‘typical’ Council 

marketing campaign in order that it truly captures the aspirations of the city.  City 

partners, including Edinburgh Airport, JCDecaux, The University of Edinburgh and 

Parabola have pledged significant financial and in-kind support to the campaign. In-

kind commitments include media, creative, advertising and project management 

support. Whilst the campaign and vision should not be council-driven, the Council 

clearly has a significant role to play. A financial contribution pledged to support the 

city vision activity is contingent on the Council match-funding the £0.100m offered. 

Allocating this sum from the Council Priorities Fund would enable the public 

engagement campaign to be fully funded. 

3.7 A presentation that illustrates the Edinburgh 2050 City Vision campaign is attached 

at Appendix B. 

4. Measures of success 

4.1 The success of the City Vision will be enhanced by the greater the level of stakeholder 

engagement.  

5. Financial impact 

5.1 City partners have pledged significant cash and in-kind support, currently of a value in 

the order of £0.400m. One cash pledge of £0.100m is, however, contingent on the 

Council match-funding that contribution.   

5.2 A report elsewhere on today’s agenda advises members of a provisional 2017/18 

underspend of £2.416m, with this sum set aside within the Council Priorities Fund.  

Members are asked to agree to allocating £0.100m of this underspend to match-fund 

the external financial contribution predicated on this basis.  
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6. Risk, policy, compliance and governance impact 

6.1 Should budget be committed to the Edinburgh 2050 City Vision, a separate cost 

centre would be created to provide transparency and facilitate monitoring, oversight 

and reporting. This will facilitate the tracking of the actioning of decisions of the 

project Steering Group. The Council will act as the Accountable Body and, as such, 

any spending decisions will adhere to existing delegated authority within the Council 

and will be subject to regular updates being provided to the Council and partners. 

7. Equalities impact 

7.1 It is intended that the Edinburgh 2050 City Vision campaign engages with all citizens. 

An emerging theme for the Vision is that Edinburgh should aspire to be a Fair City, 

protecting and improving the wellbeing and life experience for all citizens and ensuring 

that no barriers to achievement exist and that a good quality of life is a basic 

requirement enjoyed by all. The Edinburgh 2050 City Vision has the potential to be a 

force for good in promoting equality.  

8. Sustainability impact 

8.1 Preliminary engagement on the Edinburgh 2050 City Vision has suggested that 

Edinburgh becoming carbon neutral commands public and cross-sector support.   

9. Consultation and engagement 

9.1 It is intended that the Edinburgh 2050 City Vision campaign reaches every Edinburgh 

resident to invite them to consider what part they can play to improve their own 

future, their family’s future and to contribute to the legacy of the city.  

10. Background reading/external references 

None. 

 

Andrew Kerr 

Chief Executive 

Contact: Laurence Rockey, Head of Strategy and Insight 

E-mail: laurence.rockey@edinburgh.gov.uk | Tel: 0131 469 3493 

 

11. Appendices  

Appendix A – Edinburgh 2050 City Vision Steering Group – membership. 

Appendix B – presentation illustrating the Edinburgh 2050 City Vision campaign 
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APPENDIX A 

 

Edinburgh 2050 City Vision Steering Group – Membership 

 

Chair:  

Frank Ross   The Rt. Hon Lord Provost of the City of Edinburgh  

  

Members:   

Andrew Kerr  Chief Executive, the City of Edinburgh Council 

Prof. Andrew Kerr  Director, Edinburgh Centre for Carbon Innovation 

Akhila Potluru  Student, Craigmount High School 

Ella Simpson  Chief Executive, Edinburgh Voluntary Organisations 

Council 

Garry Clark  Development Manager, Federation of Small 

Businesses 

Julia Amour  Director, Festivals Edinburgh 

Linda Irvine  Strategic Programme Manager, NHS Lothian 

Liz McAreavey  Chief Executive, Edinburgh Chamber of Commerce 

Neal Black  Student President, Edinburgh College Students 

Association 

Rev. Scott 

McKenna 

John Donnelly  

 Parish Minister, Edinburgh Interfaith Association 

 

Chief Executive, Marketing Edinburgh  
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